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We introduce a class of non-commutative polynomial rings over fields intermediate b tween 
commutative polynomial rings and general non-commutative polynomial rings. This class of 
solvable polynomial rings includes many rings arising naturally in mathematics and physics, 
such as iterated Ore extensions of fields and enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie 
algebras. We present algorithms that compute GrCbner bases of one- and two-sided ideals in 
solvable polynomial rings. They extend Buchberger's algorithm (see Buehberger, 1985) in the 
commutative case and Apel and Lassner's algorithms (see Apel & Lassner, 1988) for one-sided 
ideals in enveloping algebras of Lie algebras, as well as the results on one-sided standard bases 
in Weyl algebras, ketched in Galligo (1985). We show that reduced one- and two-sided 
GrCbner bases in solvable polynomial rings are unique, and we solve the word problem and the 
ideal membership problem for algebras of solvable type, in particular in Clifford algebras. 
Further applications include the computation of elimination ideals, computing in residue 
modules and the computation of generators for modules of syzygies. 
Introduction 
The method of GrCbner basis calculations introduced by Buchberger has turned out to be 
an invaluable tool in the algorithmic theory of commutative polynomial rings (see 
Buchberger, 1985). For non-commutative polynomial rings (i.e. finitely generated free 
associative algebras) R over a field K the situation is much less satisfying, as the analysis in 
Bergmann (1978) and Mora (1986) shows. Since Dickson's lemma does not hold, R is not 
Noetherian and finite Gr6bner bases may not exist for finitely generated i eals. In fact, we 
show in section 6.3 that the membership roblem for two-sided ideals in general non- 
commutative polynomial rings over fields is algorithmically unsolvable. Moreover, the 
unsolvability holds for a specific ideal with seven explicitly described generators in 
Q(X1, X2). 
In this paper, we treat the problem of finding Gr61~ner bases in polynomial rings R that 
are intermediate between the commutative and the most general non-commutative case. 
These rings R will be described axiomatically as follows: the elements of R are 
commutative polynomials over a field K, but the multiplication * may be non- 
commutative. The decisive restriction on * is that the difference between f*g  and a 
suitable scalar multiple of the corresponding commutative productf.g is smaller thanf,  g 
in the sense of an arbitrary but fixed admissible term order on R. This can be guaranteed 
by a few, simple axioms on *. 
The class of polynomial rings of solvable type introduced in this way is quite 
comprehensive: It includes commutative polynomial rings; iterated Ore extensions of the 
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ground field K; quotients of a general non-commutative polynomial ring over K by fairly 
general commutation relations; and universal enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie 
algebras over K, in particular the Weyl algebras arising in quantum physics. 
Reduction relations and one-sided Grfbner bases in a solvable polynomial ring are 
defined in a similar way as for commutative polynomial rings. The verification of their 
construction and characterisation algorithms is, however, more involved and requires 
many more Noetherian i ductions on the admissible-term order in question. 
An appropriate definition of a two-sided Grfbner basis, suitable for solving the ideal 
membership problem in solvable polynomial rings, is far more subtle. It turns out that an 
ideal basis can be both a left and right Grfbner basis without being a two-sided Grbbner 
basis. Nevertheless, we are able to construct and characterise two-sided Grbbner bases 
algorithmically. 
As in the commutative case, left, right, and two-sided reduced Grbbner bases are 
uniquely determined by the left/right/two-sided ideal they generate. A central fact for the 
proof is that the concept of irreducibility is left/right symmetric, even though left and right 
reductions may be quite different. 
The main application of the Grfbner basis technique is the algorithmic solution of the 
ideal membership problem for one- and two-sided ideals in solvable polynomial rings. As a 
side product, we find that all solvable polynomial rings are left and right Noetherian, a fact 
proved, by a different method based on Lesieur (t978), in E1 From (1983) for a special ease. 
This, in turn, has the consequence that the word problem and the ideal membership 
problem is solvable in arbitrary finitely generated K-algebras of the solvable type, i.e. in 
quotients of a solvable polynomial ring by a two-sided ideal. These include all Clifford 
algebras and hence all Grassmann algebras. 
Further applications include the computation of elimination ideals, computing in 
residue spaces of a solvable polynomial ring by a one-sided ideal--in particular an 
extension of Buchberger's criterion for finite dimensionality--and the computation of 
generating sets for modules of syzygies. The plan of the paper is as follows: 
Section 1, Solvable Polynomial Rings, introduces polynomial rings of solvable type, their 
axiomatic definition, basic properties, and examples of such rings. 
Section 2, Algorithms, presents the main algorithms of our study: the computation of 
products of polynomials, of left, right and two-sided Grbbner bases, as well as of reduced 
GrSbner bases from a given ideal basis. 
Section 3, Left Reduction and Left Grfbner Bases, discusses left reduction, left 
S-polynomials and left Grbbner bases, together with their applications to elimination 
ideals, computing in residue spaces and to modules of syzygies. 
Section 4, Right and Reduced Grfbner Bases, treats right Grbbner bases and their 
relation to their left-hand counterparts, and in addition reduced right and left Grbbner 
bases, their existence and uniqueness. 
Section 5, Two-sided Grfbner Bases, is devoted to various equivalent characterisations 
and the construction of two-sided Grfhner bases and reduced two-sided Grfbner bases. 
Section 6, The Word Problem in Algebras of Solvable Type, applies Grbbner bases to the 
algorithmic solution of the word problem and ideal membership problem in algebras of 
solvable type. Besides, it contains a uniform proof for the unsolvability of the ideal 
membership problem in general non-commutative polynomial rings over fields and the 
exponential space hardness of this problem for commutative polynomial rings, due to 
Mayr & Meyer (1982). We illustrate the method by a sample computation i the Aides/ 
SAC-2 implementation developed by Kredel. 
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Section 7, Concluding Remarks, summarises our results and indicates ome problems 
and directions for further esearch. 
The starting point for our study was E1 From's thesis on solvable polynomial rings that 
was kindly supplied by the author. Based on the definition of these rings in E1 From (1983), 
which correspond to the case of a pure lexicographical term order on R in the axiomatic 
framework, we developed the theory of GrSbner bases for these rings in summer 1986. 
After submission of this version in fall 1986, we learnt of the work of Apel and Lassner 
(1988) on GrSbner bases for one-sided ideals in enveloping algebras for finite-dimensional 
Lie algebras. Moreover, we realised the connection to the results on one-sided standard 
bases in Weyl algebras sketched in Galligo (1985). In spring 1987, we were able to 
incorporate the case of enveloping algebras (corresponding to a degree-compatible 
admissible-term order on R) into the present axiomatic framework, without any essential 
changes in sections 2-7. The algorithms have been implemented in the Aides/SAC-2 
Distributive Polynomial System of Gebauer & Kredel (1983), by Kredel at he University of 
Passau. We are indebted to H. Kredel for providing us with the sample computation used 
in section 6. 
1. Solvable Polynomial Rings 
Let K be a (commutative) field and let R = K[X1 . . . .  , X,] be the (commutative) 
polynomial ring in the indeterminates X~ over K. We let T denote the set of terms 
(power-products of the X~) in R. For any polynomial f~  R, T(f) denotes the s t of terms 
occurring in f with non-zero coefficient. 
An admissible order on T is a linear order "<"  on T which turns (T, 1, , <) into an 
ordered multiplicative monoid with smallest element 1. Any admissible order on T extends 
the divisibility relation on T; moreover, it induces in a natural way a linear quasiorder "<"  
on R : f<  g iff there exists t~ T(g)\T(f) such that for all t'~ T with t '> t, t'~ T(f) iff t'E T(#). 
Both the admissible order on T and the induced quasiorder on R are well-founded 
(Noetherian), i.e. admit no infinite, strictly decreasing chain. This is a consequence of the 
following fundamental lemma that is due to Dickson (1913), and has been rediscovered 
independently b  several authors. 
1.1. DICKSON'S LEMMA. For every infinite sequence (t~) of terms there exists j such that for all 
k >j there exists i<~j such that h, divides t k.
For fixed admissible order < on T andf~ R, we let HT(f), HC(f), HM(f) (the highest 
term, highest coefficient, highest monomial of (f) denote the highest erm t wrt < in T(f), 
the coefficient a o f  t in f and the monomial a.t of f, respectively. T(Xt . . . . .  Xj) 
= Tc~K[X~ .. . . .  Xj] is the set of all terms with indeterminates in {Xi,...,Xj} for 
1 <~i<~j<<.n. 
The main objects of our study, non-commutative polynomial rings of solvable type, will be 
obtained from R by introducing a new multiplication on R subject o certain conditions: 
Fix an admissible order < on T, and let *: R 2 ~ R be a new binary operation on R. Then 
we call (R, *) a polynomial ring of solvable type (or solvable polynomial ring for short), if 
the operation * satisfies the following axioms: 
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AXIOMS 1.2. 
(1) (R, 0, 1, +, - ,  *) is an associative ring with 1. 
(2) For all a ,b~K,  1 <...h<,. i~j~k<.n, teT(X~, . . . ,X j ) ,  
(i) a * bt = bt * a = abt, 
(ii) X h * bt = bX  h t, 
(iii) bt * X k = btX k. 
(3) For all 1 <. i <.j ~ n there exist 0 va ctj e K and pr ~ R such that X 1 * X i = c~jX~Xj + p,j 
and Pi2 < XiXj.  
Any admissible order satisfying condition (3) will be called *-compatible. We will use the 
notation R = K{X1 .. . . .  X,,} for solvable polynomial rings (R, *) with R = K[X 1 . . . .  , Xn]. 
9 will always denote the new (non-commutative) multiplication and ' the commutative 
multiplication of K[X1 .. . . .  XJ .  So K{X1 . . . .  , X,} is an associative, but in general 
non-commutative extension ring of K, whose elements are "commutative polynomials". 
Our first goal is to extend conditions (2) and (3) to arbitrary polynomials in R. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R = K{X 1 . . . . .  X,} be a solvable polynomial ring, let 1 ~ i <<. n, and let 
feK[X1, . . . ,  X[], geK[X  i . . . .  , X,). Then f *g  =f .g .  
PROOf. By Noetherian induction on (f, g) with respect o the lexicographical quasiorder on 
R a induced by a *-compatible admissible order < on T: Let g = bt + g', where bt = HM(g). 
I f f=aeK,  g=b,  then f *  g=ab=f 'g  by axiom 1.2 (2, i); for arbitrary g, we get by 1.2 
(2, ii) and the induction assumption, 
f * g = a * bt + a * g' = abt + ag' = ag =f '  g. 
Next, let f=  as+f '  with as = HM(f), and let s = s 'X h, where X h, h ~< i is the variable with 
highest subscript in s. Then, by axiom 1.2 (2, ii, iii) and induction assumption, 
f * g = as * bt +f '  * bt + as * g' +f '  * g', 
where (f ' ,  bt), (as, g'), (f ' ,  g') < (f, g), and 
as * bt = (as' * )(i,) * bt = as' * (Xh * bt) = as' * bXht = abs'Xht = as.bt. 
Consequently, 
f *  g = as.bt +f ' .b t  +as.g '  +f ' .g '  = (as+f ' ) ' (bt  +g') = f .g. 
LEMMA i.4. Let R - -K{X1, . . . ,  Xn} be a solvable polynomial ring, let < be a *-compatible 
admissible order on R, and let f ,  geR.  Then there exists an her  such that f *  g = c . f .g+h 
and h < f " g. Moreover, c and h are uniquely determined by f and g. Notation: c = fctr(f, g). 
PROOF. Uniqueness is obvious. Existence is proved by Noetherian induction on f .g  with 
respect o <: If f=  aeK ,  then by lemma 1.3, f ,g =f .g  =f 'g+O;  similarly for g = beK.  
Next, let f=as+f ' ,  g=bt+g '  with as=HM(f ) ,  b t=HM(g) .  Then by induction 
assumption, 
f *  g = as * bt + as * g' + f '  * bt + f '  * g' = as * bt + dl asg' + d2f 'bt  + da f '  g' + k, 
where 0 ~ d~ e K and k e R, k < s" t. So it suffices to show that the following holds. 
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CLAIM. as * bt = d " as.  bt + k' with 0 ~ d e K, k' e R, k' < s . t. 
If for some 1 <.i<~ n, sET(X1  . . . . .  X,), t ET(X , , . . . ,X , ) ,  then by lemma 1.3, as* bt 
= as. bt = 1. as. bt + O. So, we may assume that s ~ T(Xh . . . . .  Xi), t ~ T(X, . . . . .  Xk), where 
h, i are taken maximal and j, k minimal and 1 ~< h ~ j  ~< n, 1 ~< i ~< k ~< n, i <j. 
CASE 1. h ~< i. Then, we write s = Xhs' = Xh * s' with s' < s, and by induction assumption on 
as"  bt, we get 
as * bt = X h * as' * bt = X h * (d" as'. bt + k") 
= dabXhs't + X h * k" = d" as. bt + d 'X  h 9 k" + k" 
with k" <s ' . t  <s ' t ,  O~d,  d' eK ,  k" < Xh.k"  <Xh 'S" t  = S't .  
CASE 2. j ~< i. This is handled similarly. 
CASE 3. i<h  and k<j .  Then we write s=s"Xj, t=Xt t "  with s"eT(Xh . . . . .  Xj), 
t "eT(X i  . . . . .  Xk). By axiom 1.2 (2) and (3), we obtain 
as * bt = as" ,  X j  * X~ * bt" = as" * (c l jX iX j+ pij) * bt" 
= as" * ctjX~ * Xj  * b t"+as"  * Pi3 * bt", (+)  
where 0 ~ c~j e K, p,j s R, p,j < X~Xj. The second summand of (+) is handled by induction 
assumption. 
Since s" 'X t  < s"" X3XI <~ s. t and Xj. t" < XjXf '  <~ s ' t ,  we can also apply induction 
assumption to the first summand of (+), and obtain: 
(as" * cijXi) * (Xj  * bt") = (d' acl jXls" + r) * (d"bt"X~+ r'), (+ +) 
with 0 ~a d, d' e K, r < s "v  .,~, r' < gj t" .  
Using axiom 1.2 (2) and the hypothesis of case 3, (+ +) equals 
Xi * (d'ac~fi" * d"bt") * X j  + d'ac~iXis" * r'+ r * d"bt"X~ + r * r'. (+ + +) 
Since Xts"r'  < Xls"Xf l"  = s. t, r t"Xj  < s"Xit  . . . . .  z j  = s 9 t and r. r . . . . . .  < = s 9 s XtX j t  t, the last 
three summands of (+++)  can be written as polynomials < s. t by the induction 
assumption. For the middle product of the first summand, we have s". t "< s . t ,  and so 
again by the induction assumption, the first summand of (+ + +) equals 
S t* a aa  coaos ~ ) * ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , x :+x , , r "  xj,  (++++) 
with 0 ~ d" ~ K, r" e R, r" < s". t". 
By the hypothesis of case 3, s". t" ~T(X~ .. . . .  Xi), and so by axiom 1.2 (2), the first 
summand of (+ + + +) equals 
d"d'd"ci2abXis"t"Xj = (d"d'd" co)" (as).(bt). 
Finally, the second summand of (+ + + +) is handled by twofold application of the 
induction assumption, yielding a polynomial <s" t. 
This completes the proof of the claim and hence of the lemma. 
The proof of lemma 1.4 provides in fact an algorithm (relative to the admissible order 
<) constructing the element c and the polynomial h such that f  * g = c . f .g  + h. An explicit 
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description of the algorithm PRODUCT is presented in section 2. Its partial correctness 
and termination follows readily from the proof of lemma 1.4. As a corollary we note the 
following. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let R = K{Xa,. . . ,  X,} be a solvable polynomial ring, let < be a *-compatible, 
admissible order on T, and let f, g e R. Then, the following hold: 
(1) HT( f  * 0) = HT(f)" HT(g) and HM( f  9 g) = fctr(f, O)' HM(f) .  HM(g); 
(2) HT( f *  g) = HT(g *f)  = HT(f.  g); 
(3) For heR,  HT(f)  < HT(g) implies HT( f*  h) < HT(g * h) and HT(h *f)  < HT(h * g). 
PROOF. 
(1) By lemma 1.4,f* 9 =c ' f .g+h with h<f '9 ,  e = fetr(f,g). So 
HT(f  * g) = HT(c . f .  O) = HT(f .  g) = HT(f).  HT(g) 
and HM( f*  g) = HM(c . f .  9), 
(2) This is immediate from (1). 
(3) nT( f )  < HT(g) implies by (1) HT( f * h) = UT(f).  UT(h) < HT(g) ' HT(h) = HT(a * h); 
similar for HT(h * f )  < HT(h * 0). 
In section 3, we are going to use the division relation s divt for terms s, t e T ~ R. This 
relation is always taken in ttie sense of the commutative multiplication ' on R. The same 
applies to the quotient //s (provided s div t) and the least common multiple lcm(s, t) of s 
and t. 
For the remainder of this section, we will be concerned with examples of solvable 
polynomial rings and some systematic constructions that lead to such rings. 
To begin with, we characterise solvable polynomial rings R, where the *-admissible 
order is pure lexicographic and p~j < Xj, ctj = 1 as iterated Ore extensions of the ground 
field K. Our arguments are based on ideas in E1 From (1983). 
Let R be an associative ring with 1, let c5 be a derivation on R and let R[X, 5] be the ring 
of non-commutative polynomials f (X )= E,a~Xl (at e R) with multiplication * defined by 
X * a = aX + 6(a) for a e R. Then R[X, 5] is called an Ore extension of R [see Ore, 1933; E1 
From, 1983]. Whenever R is a K-algebra and 5 is a K-derivation (i.e. 5(a)= 0 for a~K), 
then R[X, ~5] is also a K-algebra. We refer to the lexicographical order on T 
with X1 <, , .  < X~ as the pure lexicographical order. If R = K{X1 . . . . .  X,} is a solvable 
polynomial ring with respect o the pure lexicographical order, and if in lemma 1.2 (3), 
c u = 1 and Pu < X~, we say R is solvable of strictly lexicographical type. 
TI-IEOREM 1.6. Let K be a field. 
(1) I f  R is obtained from K by n successive Ore extensions introducing the indeterminates 
Xt . . . .  , X, and using only K-derivations, then R = K{X 1 . . . . .  X,} is solvable of strictly 
lexicographical type. 
(2) Let R = K{X1,...,  X,} be a solvable polynomial ring of strictly lexicographical type. 
Then R can be obtained from K by n successive Ore extensions introducing the 
indeterminates X1 . . . . .  X,  and using only K-derivations. 
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PROOF. 
(1) By induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial. For n > 1. Let R = R'rX,, 6.], where 6, is 
a K-derivation on R' and R' is obtained by (n-1) successive Ore extensions of K 
using only K-derivations. 
Then, by the induction assumption, R '=K(X1 . . . . .  X,_I) is solvable of 
strictly lexicographical type. We have to verify axioms 1.2 for R: (1) and (2) are 
obvious, since 6, is a K-derivation. It suffices to consider (3) for 1 ~< i < j= n: 
X,, * Xz = XtX,+r where 3,(X3eR', and so 6,(X3 < X,. 
(2) By induction on n. The case n = 1 is again trivial. For n > 1, since for 1 ~< i < j  < n, 
pij<Xj, Pt: is an element of K[Xi . . . . .  Xj_I]. So R '=K{X1, . . . ,X ,_ I}  is also a 
solvable polynomial ring of strictly lexicographical type. We define an operation 
3: R' ~ R' by cS(f) = X, * f - f *  X, = X, * f - f  . X,. (Notice that by lemma 1.4 we 
have 3( f )<X, ,  and so 6(f)eR'.) It is straightforward to verify that 6 is a 
K-derivation on R'. Moreover, for fe  R, X, * f=f .X ,+6( f ) ,  and so R = R'[X,, 6]. 
The claim follows now from the induction assumption applied to R'. 
Next, we construct solvable polynomial rings as quotients of non-commutative 
polynomial rings. 
For any field K, we let P = K(X1 ..... X,)  denote the ring of polynomials in non- 
commuting indeterminates X 1 . . . . .  X, that commute with the elements of K, i.e. the free 
associative algebra over K generated by {X1,..., X,,}. So eachfe  P is a sum of monomials 
of the form aw, where 0 4 a e K and w is a word in X~ ... . .  X,,. Fix an admissible order < 
on the set T of commutative t rms in X1,. 9 X,. A commutation system for (P, <) is a 
family Q of polynomials in P of the form Q = {qu: 1 ~< i <j  ~< n}, where each qo is of the 
form q~j= X~X~-c~jX~Xj-pij, where 0 #c~jeK and p~j are commutative polynomials in 
K[X1 .. . . .  X,] and p~: <XtX  j. We call clj (Pij) the commutator constants (commutator 
polynomials) of the system Q. I(Q) denotes the two-sided ideal generated by Q in P. We 
need the following hypothesis on Q: 
(H) I(Q) contains no non-zero commutative polynomial. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let Q be a commutation system for (P, <), let R = P/I(Q) and denote the 
residue class of X~ rood I(Q) by x~. Then R = K(xt  . . . . .  x,) is isomorphic to a solvable 
polynomial ring R' = K{Yt . . . . .  II,} with respect o < and the multiplication * of R' under an 
isomorphism p fixing K pointwise and mapping xi onto Y~, iff Q satisfies hypothesis (H). 
PROOF. "~" :  Let p: R--* R' be the isomorphism above, and let f(X~ . . . . .  X,) be a non-zero 
commutative polynomial in P. Then f(Yi . . . . .  Y,) ~ 0, and so f (x)= p- l( f(y))~ 0, and so 
fiX) is not in I(Q). '"~": By hypothesis (H), R' = K[Yl . . . . .  Y,_] embeds into R via Y~--~x~ 
as K-vector space. Denote the multiplication of R by * and the commutative 
multiplication of K[Xl, . . . ,  x,] by .. We claim that K[xt , . . . ,  x,] is closed under *. Since 
every monomial in R is a *-product of an element of K and the x~, this will imply that 
R = K[x~ . . . . .  x,] as set. Notice that, by definition of R, all the axioms 1.2--except 
possibly the closedness of K [x i , . . . ,  x,,] under *--are valid in K[xl . . . . .  x,]. So lemmas 
1.3 and 1.4 are valid for f, 9EK[Xl . . . . .  x,], and so f *  g =c . f .9+heK[x i , . . . ,  x,,], which 
proves the claim and the theorem. 
For an arbitrary commutation system Q, hypothesis (H) may fail. 
EXAMPLE 1.8. Let P= K(X, Y, Z)  and let Q={YX-XY-X ,  ZX-XZ-O,  
ZY-YZ-Z} .  Then by expressing (ZY)X=Z(YX)  as commutative polynomials 
mod I(Q), we find that X2+xY+XeI (Q) .  
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On the other hand, it is not difficult to verify that (H) holds in the following special 
cases. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. 
(1) n = 2, i.e. P = K(X  1, X2). 
(2) More generally, suppose P = K(X1,. . . ,  X2, ) and 
P2~,2j = P2t,2j-1 = P2i- l ,2J  = P2t - l ,2 j -1  = 0 
for 1 ~< i < j  ~< n, and P21-1,21 ~K(X21-1)  for 1 ~< i ~< n. This includes in particular the 
Weyl algebra W2. (see Dixmier, 1974; Galligo, 1985; Lassner, 1985). 
(3) P=K(X1 ... . .  X.)  and pi jeK for 1 <~i<j<~n. 
The general fact that underlies these examples is the following corollary to theorems 1.6 
and 1.7. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let < be the pure lexicographical order on T and assume that the 
commutator constants ctj of the system Q equal 1 and the commutator polynomials Pij are in 
K[X 1 . . . .  , Xj_ 1]. Then Q satisfies hypothesis (H)/f iR = P/I(Q) is an iterated Ore extension 
of K using K-derivations. 
We are indebted to F. Mora for pointing out to us the following relation between 
hypothesis (H) and his theory of non-commutative Grrbner bases in K(X~, ..., X,)  (see 
Mora, 1986): Let W be the set of words in X1 . . . . .  X,,, and let <' be a positive term 
ordering on W extending a given admissible order < on T, and such that for j > i, 
X:Xi >' t for any t ~ T(X1 .. . . .  X:). Then, the following holds. 
THEOREM 1.11 (Mora). Let Q be a commutation system for (P, <). Then hypothesis (H) holds 
for Q/ f i  Q is a GrSbner basis for I(Q) with respect o <. 
PROOF. [Using theorem 5.2 of Mora (1986) and the definitions therein.] 
"~". Let 0 4 fe I (Q) .  Then by (H),f is  non-commutative, and so some word w in f i s  
non-commutative, say w =uXjX~v with j > i. Assume for a contradiction that f has no 
finite d-representation in terms of Q and thatf is  minimal with this property. Thenfcould 
be reduced using the polynomial q~j e Q, a contradiction. 
"~". If 0 #f i s  a commutative polynomial, thenf is  irreducible with respect o Q, since 
the highest word in qii is XjXv Sofhas no finite d-representation in terms of Q, and hence 
f i s  not in I(Q). 
For a positive term ordering <' on W, theorem 5.2 of Mora (1986) provides an 
algorithm which decides whether a given finite set of polynomials in P forms a Grrbner 
basis with respect o <'. So theorem 1.11 has the following important consequence. 
COROLLARY 1.12. Let < be an admissible order on T that can be extended to a positive term 
ordering <' of W such that for j> i  and t~T(X1,...,  Xj) XjX~>'t. Then, there is an 
algorithm that decides for any commutation system Q for (P, <), whether Q satisfies 
hypothesis (H). 
For the case of the pure lexicographical order < on T, the existence of such a positive 
term ordering <' on W has been proved by Mora in a letter to us. With his kind 
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permission, we present his term ordering <' here. The definition of <' on W(Xt,.. . ,  X,,) is 
by induction on n: For n = 1, the natural definition is the only possible. For n > 1, put 
X,, = Y, W' = W(X1,..., X,_ 1)- Then words u, v e W(X~ . . . .  , X,) can be written uniquely in 
the form 
u=alYa2Y . . .a ,  Ya,+l, v=blYb2Y. . .b~Yb~+l  with a~,bleW'. 
Then u <' v iff r < s or (r = s and there exists j such that a~ = b~ for i > j  and aj <' bj). 
Finally, we remark that solvable polynomial rings of strictly lexicographical type can be 
constructed by using a more general kind of commutation systems, where the commutator 
polynomials p~j may be non-commutative: 
THEOREM 1.13. Let P=K(X1 . . . . .  X,,) and let Q={XjX i -X iX j -p i~(X  1 . . . . .  Xj_l): 
1 <<. i <j  <<. n}, where the Pi~ may be non-commutative polynomials in P. Then R = P/I(Q) is a 
solvable polynomial ring of strictly lexicographical type iff I(Q) contains no non-zero 
commutative polynomial. 
PROOF. Let < be the pure lexicographical order on T = T(X1, 9 X,,). In view of theorem 
1.7, it suffices to show that for 1 ~< i<j<~n, there exist commutative polynomials 
p~jeK[X1,.. . ,  Xj_I] such that for 
Q '= {x jx t -x ix j -p ' i j :  l <~i<j<~n}, I(Q')~I(Q). 
We construct p~j by induction on n. For n ~< 2, we may take p{2 = p,j. For n > 2, we put 
P, = K(X1 . . . . .  X,,-1), Q1 = Qc~P1. Then I(Qt) __. P1 contains no non-zero commutative 
polynomial, and hence by induction assumption, R, = PIfl(Q1) is a solvable polynomial 
ring of strictly lexicographical type. Moreover, for 1 <, i<j<n,  one can construct 
commutative polynomials p~j(X1,..., X j  1) such that for 
Q'I = {X jX i -X iX j -p~j :  1 <~ i <j <~ n}, I(Q'I) = I(Q1). 
Since for 1 ~<i<n,p~jeP~, one can construct (using lemma 1.4 and the algorithm 
PRODUCT) commutative polynomials p},,(X1,..., X,_ 1) such that Pt,, + I(Q0 = p},. Put 
Q '= {XjX~-X,X~-p~.i: l <~i<j<~n}; 
then I(Q1) = I(Q), since I(Q'l) = I(Q0 _c I(Q). 
The last construction we are going to consider is due to Apel & Lassner (1988) and in a 
more restricted context also to E1 From (1983). Let A be a finite dimensional Lie algebra 
over a ground field K and let X1,. 9 X, be a basis of A over K. Then there is a canonical 
construction of an associative K-algebra U(A) from A such that A embeds into U(A), when 
the Lie-product in U(A) is taken as the commutator [a, b] = b * a -  a * b. U(A) is called the 
universal enveloping algebra of A (see Jacobson, 1962; Dixmier, 1974). By the Poincar6- 
Birkhoff-Witt heorem, the elements of U(A) can be represented uniquely as commutative 
polynomials in K[Xt . . . . .  X,]. Let us denote the (non-commutative) multiplication of 
U(A) by *. Then for 1 <<. i <j <~ n, Xj * X I -X  i * Xj= [X~,Xj] cA, and so [Xi, X~] is a linear 
form in X1,...,  X,, with coefficients in K. Moreover, * satisfies axioms 1.2 (1) and (2). 
Let now < be any degree-compatible admissible order on T=T(X1, . . . ,X , )  (i.e. 
deg(s)<deg(t) implies s<t  for s, tEY). Then by the above, Xj* XI=X~X~+p~j with 
deg(pij ) ~< 1 < deg(XiXj) = 2; consequently, Pij < XiXj for 1 ~< i < j  ~< n, and so all the 
axioms 1.2 are satisfied. If A is a solvable Lie algebra (see Jacobson, 1962; Dixmier, 1974) 
then pi jeK[X~,. . . ,  Xj_I] for a suitable choice of the basis X 1 . . . . .  X, of A, and so the 
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axioms 1.2 are also satisfied for the pure lexicographieal order (cf. Dixmier, t974, 1.3.10; El 
From, 1983). Thus we have shown the following. 
THEOREM 1.14. Let A be a finite dimensional Lie algebra over K. Then the universal 
enveloping algebra U(A) of A is a solvable polynomial ring with respect to any degree- 
compatible admissible order < on T. Moreover, if A is solvable, then < may also be taken as 
the pure lexicographical order, when the basis X 1 . . . . .  X, of A is chosen suitably. 
2. Algorithms 
In this section we present the main algorithms of our study. We tacitly assume that a fixed 
polynomial ring of solvable type R = K{XI ..... X,} is given by its data cu, Pu, where 
1 ~< i < j  ~< n, and a computable, *-compatible, admissible order < on the set T of terms in 
R. Recall that for f~R, HM(f) denotes the highest monomial of f; we let 
REM(f) =f -HM( f )<f  denote the remainder off. For P _~ R, IL(P ), IR(P ), I(P) denote 
the left, right, two-sided ideal generated by P in R, respectively. The concepts of left 
reduction, (left) normal form, left S-polynomial LSP(f g), left Gr6bner bases (LGBs) and 
two-sided Gr6bner bases (GBs) are defined in sections 3 and 4. Proofs for the correctness 
of the algorithms are also given in these sections, and in section 1, lemma 1.4, for the first 
algorithm PRODUCT. 
Algorithm (PRODUCT) 
Input: (f, g), a pair of polynomials in R. 
Output: p = PROD(f, g), a polynomial in R with p =f*  g. 
BEGIN 
IF f~K or g~K 
THEN PROD(f,g) := f.g 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
Write f=as+f',g=bt+g' with as=HM(f ) ,b t=HM(g) , s , t~T;  
IF forsomel~<i~<n,s~T(X 1 . . . . .  Xi) and t~T(X i . . . . .  Xn) 
THEN PROD (f,g) : -  abst + PROD (as, g') + PROD (f',bt) + PROD (f',g') 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
Pick h,i maximal, j,k minimal with 1 ~<h,%<j~<n, 1 ~i~<k-%<n, i< j ,  
s~T(X h . . . . .  Xj), t ~T(Xi . . . . .  Xk); 
IF h~<i 







HC(PROD (as',bt)) .s . t+ PROD (Xh, REM (PROD (as',bt))) + 
PROD (as, g') + PROD (f',g) 
BEGIN write t =t'Xk: 
PROD(f,g) := HC(PROD(as, b t ' ) ) . s . t+  
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PROD (REM (PROD (as, bt')),Xk) + 
PROD (f',bt) + PROD (f,g') 
END 
ELSE {i.e. i f i<h  and k<j}  
BEGIN write s= s"Xj, t=X~t'; 
h 1 := PROD(as",cljXi); h2:= PROD(Xj,bt"); 
e 1 u 1 := HM (hl)//Xi; 
e2u2:= HM(h2)//Xk; {with ei~K} 
h3:-- PROD (e 1 ul,e2u2); 
PROD(f,g):=HM(hs)X~Xj + PROD(PROD(as",p~j),bt") 
PROD(PROD(X~,REM(h3)),X j) + 
PROD (elXiul, REM (h2)) + 
PROD(REM (N),e2u2Xj) + 
PROD (REM (hi), REM (h2)) + 
PROD(as, g') + PROD(f',bt) + 







Note that all recursive calls of PROD in this algorithm refer to inputs f*, 9* with 
f*'g* < f'9. 
Using this algorithm, the representation o f f *  g as in lemma 1.4 can be obtained as 
follows: Put c = He(PROD(f,  9))//(HC(f)'HC(g)), h = PROD(f, g)-c'f'o. Then f *  a 
=cfg+h, and by lemma 1.5, HT(PROD(f,g))=HT(c'f'o), and so h<f'g, and 
c = fetr(f, O). 
Algorithm (LGROBNER) (comp. Buchberger, 1985, algorithm 6.2) 
Input: P, a finite set of polynomials in R. 
Output: G = LGB(P), a left Gr6bner basis in R with IL(G ) = IL(P), P _= G. 
BEGIN 
G:=P;  B :={ {f,g} : f,g~G, f ~ag } ; 
REPEAT 
{f,g) :=a pair in B ; 
g:=Bk{{f,g} }; 
p:= LSP(f,g) ; 
p ' := a left normal form of p modulo G ; 
IF p'~-0,  THEN 
BEGIN 
S:--- (g,p'} : }; 
G:=Gu{p '}  
END 
UNTIL B = ~ ; 
LGB(P) := G 
END 
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Note that the following fact is an invariant of the REPEAT-loop: For {f,g} ~ G with 
{f, g} 6 B, LSP(f, 9) ~ O. 
Algorithm (LRED) 
Input: P, a finite set of polynomials in R. 
Output: Q = LRED(P), a finite, reduced set of polynomials 
Moreover, if P is a LGB, the Q is a reduced LGB. 
in R with IL(Q)= IL(P). 
BEGIN 
Q:= ~) ; B :=P;  
REPEAT 
p:=a minimal element of B ; 
g :=g \{p};  
p ' : -a  left normal form of p modulo QuB ; 
IF p#p' ,  THEN 
BEGIN 
B := BuQw{p'};  Q:= 
END 
ELSE Q:=Qu{HC(p ' ) - I "p  '} 
UNTIL B = ~ ; 
LRED(P) := Q 
END 
Note that the following facts are invariants of the REPEAT-loop: Q n B = ~; IL(Q u B) 
= IL(P); everyfe Q is in monic and in left normal form modulo (QuB)\{f}. 
Algorithm (GROBNER = GROBNER (left)) 
Input: P, a finite set of polynomials in R. 
Output: G = GB(P), a two-sided Gr6bner basis in R with I(G) = I(P), P _ G. 
BEGIN 
B :=P;  
REPEAT 
G:---LGB(B); B :=G;  i :=0;  
REPEAT 
i := i+ l  ; Q :=G;  
REPEAT 
p:--an element of Q ; 
Q :=Q \ {P} ; 
p' := a left normal form of p*X i modulo G ; 
IF p'V=0, THEN B:=BL){p'} 
UNTIL Q= 
UNTIL i=n  
UNTIL B = G ; 
GB(P):=G 
END 
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The following assertions are invariants of the outermost REPEAT-loop: I(G) = I(P); G is a 
left GrSbner basis; g * X~ ~0 for all 9eG,  1 ~< i ~< n; all hsB \G are reduced modulo G. 
Analogous algorithms RGROBNER, RRED, GROBNER(right) are defined by 
replacing everywhere "left" by "right". 
Starting from a finite set F polynomials, a reduced LGB for IL(F) (a reduced RGB for 
IR(F), a reduced GB for I(F) can be obtained by composing the algorithm LGROBNER 
(RGROBNER, GROBNER) with the algorithm LRED (RRED, LRED or RRED) (see 
3.18 and 4.5). More efficient algorithms for this purpose are, however, obtained by 
intertwining the two respective algorithms similar as in the commutative case (see 
Buchberger, 1985, 6.4). 
3. Left Reduction and Left Griibner Bases 
Throughout his section, R = K{X1 .. . . .  X~} will be a polynomial ring of solvable type. 
Let f , f ' ,  p e R. Then we say f reduces to f '  modulo p by erasing t (notation f ~f'(t)), if 
HT(p) div t, say s = t//HT(p), a is the coefficient of t in f, b = HC(p), c = fetr(s, HT(p)) and 
f '  =f - (a/bc)  * s * p. (Notice that, by lemma 1.5, t~ T(f').) We say f reduces to f '  modulo p 
(notation f ? f ' ) ,  if fT f ' ( t  ) for some t~ T(f). Now let P ~_ R; then we say f reduces to f '  
modulo P (notation f -+ f'), if for some p e P, f ~ f '  ; f is reducible modulo P, if for some 1"' ~ R, 
! , t9  9 
f~ . f  ; ff this is not the case, we say f is irreducible (or in normal form) modulo P. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let R = Q{X, Y} = Q<X, Y) / I (YX-XY-X) ,  < pure lexicographic with 
X<Y.  Consider P=(P lP2)  with p l=XY2-X ,  pz=3X2y-y .  Pl and Pa are 
polynomials with highest terms HT(p l )=XY 2, HT(pz)=X2y.  Then the polynomial 
g = Y4+XY3+2XaY+ 1 can be reduced with respect o P as follows: 
g ~ g' ~ ,, ~ ,,, 
where ~' g ~ g ' 
g' = g -  Y*  Pl = g - (XY+X)*  Y2+XY+X = X4-Xy2+2XaY+XY+X+I ,  
g" = g ' - ( -P l )  = Y4+2X3Y+XY+ 1, 
g'" = g"--}Xp2 = Y4+} XY+ 1, 
which is irreducible modulo P. 
Lt~MM. 3.2. Let P c__ R. Then the following hold: 
(1) For all f, f ' eR ,  fv ,  f '  impliesf' <f  
(2) 7* is a Noetherian relation (i.e. there is no infinite sequence 
g~g'v~g"7 . . ,  in R). 
(3) Every f ~ R has a (not necessarily unique) normal form rood P. 
PROOF. 
(1) Suppose f~,f'(t). Then by 1.5, t~T(f ' )  and for all v~T with v>t, ocT(f )  iff 
v ~ T(f'). This implies f '  < f  
(2) I f f -~f' ,  then by (1)f' <f,  and < is a well-founded quasi-ordering of R. 
(3) This follows immediately from (2). 
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We let -~(,~) be the reflexive, transitive (the reflexive, symmetric, transitive) closure of 
--*.f J,# holds if f ~ h and g e* h for some h~R. 
LEMMA 3.3 Let f, g be in R, and let P be a finite set of polynomials in R. Let IL(P ) be the left 
ideal generated by P. Then fr # implies f -g  ~ IL(P). 
k 
The proof is by induction on k, where f~ g. 
Since W is Noetherian, it is well known that: 
v'is locally confluent iff 
is confluent iff 
~, satisfies the Church-Rosser property (see Huet, 1980, for more details). 
The following lemmas will be useful in the proof of the main theorem 3.11. 
LEMMA 3.4 (Translation lemma). Let ~ be the reduction relation induced by a finite set P of 
polynomials in R. Let f,  g, h, h' e R, where f = g + h, h ~, h'. Then there exist f ' ,  g' ~ R such 
that f A, f ' ,  g .~ g' and f '  = g' + h'. 
PROOF. By induction on n, where h -~h'. The case n = 0 is obvious. Ifh"Alh ', we find, by the 
induction assumption, polynomials f", g", h" in R such that f -~f" ,  g e. g,,, h ~ h" ~ h' and 
f "  = g" + h". Let h' = h" -(c/d" b)u * p, where c ~ K, u ~ T, p s P, b = HC(p) and d = fctr(u, p). 
Let c~ (c2) be the coefficient of u. HT(p) in f"  (g"), where cl (c2) is zero if this term does not 
occur in f "  (g"). We put f '  = f " - (c  jd" b)u * p, 9' = 9"-(c2/d" b)u * p. Then cl = c2 + c, and 
so f '=  0'+ h', and by definition f"  ~,f', e"-~ 9'. Together with the induction assumption, 
this proves that f -~ f' ,  g a~ 9'. 
Specialising in lemma 3.4 h' = 0, we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 3.5. For all finite P _~ R and all f, gsR,  f -e  ~0 implies f~  O. 
Recall that for P __q R, IL(P) denotes the left ideal generated by P and I(P) denotes 
two-sided ideal generated by P. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let P be a finite set of polynomials in R. 
(1) For a l l f~R, peP,  f *  p ~0.  
(2) For all f g~R,f - -g~IL(P)  implies f @9. 
(3) Suppose that for all s, s' ~ T, peP,  s * p * s' ~,0. Then for all f, a ~ R , f -g  s I(P ) implies 
f@o, 
PROOF. 
(1), Assume for a contradiction that f~R is minimal such that for some p~P,  not 
f *  p ~ 0. Let t = HT( f  * p). Then there exists a reduction f *  p ~* g - - f *  p -  c * s * p (t) 
with e6K. By lemma 1.5, HT( f )= s, and so HT( f -c .  s)< HT(f), and so by the choice of 
f, g =( f -c , s )  * p ~0,  and so f *  p ~*0. 
(2) and (3). Note that f -e  ~ IL(P) iff 
k 
f -g  = ~ c~' s~ * p~, 
i=1 
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and f -  g e I(P) iff 
k 
f -o  = ~ si * p~ * s~ 
i=1  
for some c;~K, s~, s~eT, peP.  By (1), e.s *p ~0 for all ceK,  seT, peP.  The lemma is 
now shown by induction on k, using lemma 3.~. 
DEFINITION. A finite set G of polynomials in R is a left Gr6bner basis (LGB) if the left 
reduction relation --~ induced by G is confluent (i.e. f~ ' f l  and f~f2  imply fl ~f2 for all 
f, f l , f2 e R). 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let R and P be as in example 3.1. Then P is not a LGB. Indeed, 
X2y2~x2y 2-X * (XY 2-X)-- X 2, 
which is is normal form modulo P, and on the other hand 
X2 Y2--+X2y 2 -  89  x * P2 -- XEy 2 y , X2y +89 2 
p2 
= _2X2Y +89 2~ _2X2y_b89 
P2 
= 89  
which is also in normal form modulo P. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let G be a finite subset of R. Then the.following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) O is a left Grdbner basis. 
(2) For all f, 9 ~ R, f -  0 ~ IL(G) implies f ], O. 
(3) For all fe I r (G) , f  ~O. 
(4) For all 0 #fs I r (G) ,  f is reducible modulo G. 
(5) For all 0 #fe I r (G) ,  there exists osG such that HT(0)div HT(f). 
PROOF. 
(1) ~(2). By lemma 3.6 (1),f-0~IL(G) impl iesf~g. By (1), ~, has the Church-Rosser 
property, and so f$  g. 
(2) ~ (3). Specialise 0 = 0 in (2). 
(3) ~ (1). Let f~f l , f~fz .  Then by lemma 3.3,f l - f2 elL(G), and so by (3),f,-f2 N 0. By 
lemma 3.5, this impliesf~ !,f2. Thus we have shown that ~, is confluent. 
(3) ~ (5). Let 0 ~fe  It(G), let f  = fo -d>f~ f2 . . .  -~fm = 0, and 0 ~< k < m be minimal with 
HT(fk) = HT(f). Then fk -fffk+ ~ (HT(f)), and so HT(g) div HT(f) for some g e G. 
(5) ~ (4). This is trivial. 
(4) ~(3). Assume 0 #fe lL (G)  is minimal such that notf~,0.  Then for somef'elr(G), 
f~f '  ~0,  and so f~0,  a contradiction. 
As in the commutative case, we need to define the notion of a left S-polynomial, in order 
to characterise and construct left Gr6bner bases. We will show that P __q R is a left Gr6bner 
basis iff the left S-polynomials between all pairs of polynomials in P reduce to zero. 
DEFINITION. Let f, 0 be polynomials in R with highest coefficients a, b and highest terms 
s, t, respectively. Let t '= lcm(s, t) (as defined in section 1), let u = t'//s, v = t'//t and let 
c = fetr(u, HT(f)), d = fctr(v, HT(9)). Then the left S-polynomial o f f  and 9 is defined as 
follows: 
LSP(f, O) = LSP~(J; 0 ) -  LSP2(f, 0), 
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where 
LSPl( f  g) = b" d * u * f, LSP2(f, g) = a' c * v * g. 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let 
R = Q{X, Y, Z} = Q(X, Y, Z>/ I ( (YX-XY-2 ,  ZX-XZ-  1, ZY -  YZ}). 
Consider f=  2X2yZ+XY a and g = 3XY2-X .  We have HT( f )= X2YZ, HT(g)= XY 2 
and lem(X~YZ, XY  2) = X 2 Y2Z. SO 
LSP(f, g) = 3Y ,  (2X2yZ+XYa) -2XZ * (3Xy2-x )  
= 6(X2y+4x) * YZ+ 3(XY+2)Y a -6X(XZ+ 1)Y 2 + 2X(XZ+ 1) 
=24XYZ + 2X2Z + 3XY4 +6Ya-6XYZ + 2X. 
L~MMA 3.10. Let P ~_ R , f~R be such that -~ is confluent on F = {heR: h <f}.  
(1) l fh leF ,  h i ~0,  h2 ~0, h=hl  +h 2, then h ~O. 
(2) I f  c e K, s ~ T, g e R such that s * g ~ F and g ~ O, then c * s * g ~ O. 
PROOF. 
(1) By lemma 3.5, hShi, say h ~-rh 3 ~"a hi, and hi ~0.  By the confluence of ~, on F, 
there exists h4 e R, such that h a ~ h4 @ 0, and so h,~ = 0, and so h ~ 0. 
(2) Assume for a contradiction that g eR is a minimal with s* g aF, g ~0,  not 
c * s 9 g ~0.  Then for some g~ ~*R, g ~g l  ~.0~ where g~ = g -h  9 p, heR,  p~P and 
HT(gi)<HT(g); so by lemma 1.5, HT(s*g l )<HT(s*g) ,  and so s*gxeF .  
Consequently, c * s * g = c * s * g~ +c * s * h * p, and by lemma 3.6 (1), 
c*s ,h .p  ~0,  and by the choice of g ,c*  s*  g~0.  So by (1), c .s*gF ,  O. 
Tn'EOREM 3.11. Let G be a finite set of polynomials in R. Then G is a LGB ifffor all f, g~G, 
LSP(f, g) ~ 0. 
PROOF. 
(~:) For f, geG,  h = LSP(f, g)elr(HG), and so by lemma 3.8, h ~0.  
(~:) In order to show that ~ is locally confluent, assume thatf, f~,f2 e R, pl, p~ e G are 
such thatf~f~,fT~J2. By induction on the well-founded quasi-ordering <, we may 
assume that the reduction relation ~. is locally confluent and hence confluent 
on F~{heR:h<f} .  By lemma 3.5, it suffices to show that f2 - f~O.  Let 
HT(pl) = s~, HC(pt) ---- b/, f l  = f -  at * ui * p~ with a i e K, u~ e T. Then t~ = uts i~ T( f )  
for i = 1, 2. We distinguish two eases. 
CASE 1. (This case does neither use the hypothesis nor the induction assumption.) tl # t2, 
say tz<tl .  Then f2 - f l=a1*u l*p l -a2*u2p2,  Since HT(u l *p~)=t l>t2= 
HT(u2 * P2), the monornial a 1 b~ tl occurs in f2 - f l ,  and so 
f2 - f l  ~( f2 - f l ) -a l  * ul * m = a2 * u2 * p2 7~0. 
CASE 2. tl = tz =: t; let c be the coefficient of t inf. Then HC(a~ * u~ * Pl) = c for i = 1, 2. Let 
t'=lcm(sl, s~)=u~s~, and let w't '=t  tbr uniquely determined u't, weT. Let d= 
HC(LSP~(P~, Pz)) and let d' = fetr(w, t'); then 
HC(c/dd')'LSPt(p~, P2) = e 
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for i=  1, 2. So 
f2 - f i  = al * ui * Pi -a2  * u2 * P2 = (al * ul * P i - (c /dd')  * w * u'i * Pl) 
+ (c/d') * w * (LSPi(Pi, Pz)-LSP2(pl ,  Pa)) 
§ * w * u~p2-a2 * u 2 * P2) 
= (aau I - (c/dd')  * w * u'~) * Pl +(c/d') * w * LSP(pl, P2) 
+ (c/dd') * w * u'2 -az  * u2) * P2. 
By lemma 3.6 (1), 
(a lu l - (c /dd ' )  * w * u'l) * Pl ~0  and (c/dd') * w * u'z-a2u2) * P2 ~0,  
and by hypothesis LSP(pl, P2) ~0,  and so by lemma 3.10 (2), (c/d') * w * LSP(pl, P2) ~0, 
since w * LSP(Pi, P2) < w" t' = t <f ,  i.e. w * LSP(pl, p2)eF. We can now apply 3.10 (1) 
twice to conclude that f/-.]'l ~,0. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For any 9eR,  {g} is a LGB. 
Another well-known fact about Gr6bner bases in commutative polynomial rings R is 
the following (see Buchberger, 1985): any finite set of monomials in R is a Gr6bner basis 
with respect o any admissible order on T. This is no longer true for solvable polynomial 
rings: Let R = Q(X, Y>/YX-XY-1  and let P = {X, Y}. Then 1 = Y * X -X  * YeIL(P), 
and so P is not a LGB. 
By the way of contrast, the computation of left elimination ideals works as in the 
commutative case (cf. Buchberger, 1985). 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let R = K{X t . . . .  , X,}, 0 ~< rn < r, R' = K{X1 .. . . .  Xm} , assume T is 
ordered pure lexicographically, X i < . . .  < Xr, let G be a (reduced) left Gr6bner basis in R 
with respect o <, and let G' = G n R'. Then G' is a (reduced) left Gri~bner basis in R' and 
IL(G ) n R' = I}.(G'), where I[(H) denotes the left ideal generated by H in R', 
PRoof. Whenever he R' and h- ,h '  (t) for some #eG, the HT(g)div t, and so HT(#)ER', 
and so g e R'. This shows tha~ G' is a (reduced) left Gr6bner basis in R'. Next, let 
fe lL(G)nR' .  Then f~0,  and so by the above, J~ ,  0, and so fsI}.(G'). Then converse 
inclusion I}.(G')_~ IL(G)n R' is obvious. 
The main use of theorem 3.11 consists in the fact that left Gr6bner bases can be 
constructed algorithmically: Consider the algorithm LGR(JBNER. When the algorithm 
terminates, G is by lemma 3.3 a finite extension of P with IL(P) = IL(G); moreover, for all 
f 9eG,  LSP(f, 9) ~*0, and so by 3.11 G is a LGB. Whenever a new polynomial p is added 
to G in the course of the computation, then for all 9 e G, not HT(g)div HT(p); so by 
Dickson's lemma 1.1, the algorithm terminates. 
As in the commutative case (see Buchberger, 1985, problem 6.8, method 6.6), left 
Gr6bner bases provide an explicit basis for the vector space R/IL(G) over K. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let G be a LGB in R, let B = {seT: For all geG,  not HT(g) div s}, and let 
Is] denote the coset of  s modulo IL(G). Then 
(1) B '= {['s] : seB} is a K-basis of the vector space R/IL(G ). 
(2) R/IL(G) is finite-dimensional iffJbr every 1 <. i ~ r there exist g~ e G such that HT(gi) is 
a power of  Xt. 
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PROOF. 
(1) Assume for a contradiction that ~ at[si] ---- [0] for certain 0 # a~eK and pairwisc 
l <~l<~k 
different sieB. Then f= Y, als le IL(G) ,  and so f~0,  and so some sj is reducible 
t <<.i<~k 
modulo G, and so HT(g) div s~ for some g e G, a contradiction. This shows that B' is 
linearly independent. Next le t fe  R be arbitrary, and letf '  = ~ a~si (with st > s~+ 1) 
14i~k 
be the normal form o f f  modulo G. Then s~eB for all i, [ f ]  = I f ' ]  = ~ ai[si], and 
l <~i<~k 
so B' spans R/IL(G). 
(2) If the condition on G is satisfied then the degree of all s~ ~ B is bounded, and so B is 
finite. Conversely, if the condition fails for i, then B contains all powers of X .  and so 
B is infinite. 
We close this section with the computation a generating set for the left R-module of 
syzygies with respect to a left Gr6bner basis. The method is modelled after the 
commutative case presented in Buchberger (1976); the special case that R is the universal 
enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra is handled also in Ape1 & Lassner 
(1988). 
Call a polynomialf~ R monic, if HC(f )  = 1. A set F of polynomials in R is monic if every 
f~F  is monic. Let G = {gl . . . .  ,9m} be a rnonic left Gr6bner basis, and let 
M = {h 1 . . . . .  h,,} ~R" :h l  *91+. . .+hm* g,,=0} 
be the corresponding left R-module of syzygies. Let 
J]j = LSP(9i, gj) = e o * uij * g l -do  * v 0 * 9j, 
where u o, v~jeT, do, e i~K,  and 
HC(e o * u~j * 9~) = HC(dij * vii * 9j) 
for 1 ~< i < j  ~< m. Since fq ~ 0, one can compute polynomials q~jk e R such that 
f~j = q~3t * gl  + . .  9 +ql.i,, *gm and HT(qok * gk) ~< HT(fq) < HT(utj * 9i), HT(vo * 9j)- 
Put r~jk = q~ik for k r i , j ,  
rij i = q ( i t - -eu 'uU,  r W = qu j - t -du .1 )u ,  
and put 
b o = (rut . . . .  , r,j,,) ~ R", B = {bo: 1 ~< i < j  ~< m}. 
THEOREM 3.15. B generates M as a left R-module. 
PROOF. 
1. Since fo.-e~ju~ J * g~+d~jvij * gj = 0, we have 
0 = ~ q~ * gk+(qi j i -e i iu~j)  * g i+(qw+di~vi j )  * gj 
1 ~k<~m,k#i,j 
2 Ytjk * gk" 
l ~k<.m 
Consequently, b~j ~ M. 
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2. Assume for a contradiction that there exists h=(h~ . . . . .  h , , )eM such that 
he  ~ J]jb~j for allf~jeR. Pick h such that max{HT(h~*g, ) : l~ i~m}=:t  is 
l~ i< j~m 
minimal, and among all these, such that the number of elements in {i: HT(hi * g~) = t} 
is minimal. Let ak=HC(hk). Since ~ hk*gk=O,  there exist l~<i<j~<m 
l ~k<<.m 
such that HM(h~*gi)=HM(hj*gj)=c-t .  Pick vET with t=v 'u , j 'HT( .q~)  
=v 'v i j 'HT(g j ) .By(1 . ) ,  ~ r,3k*ak=0, andso0= ~ h[*gk, where 
i ~<k<~m i <~k~m 
h'k = hk -- (c/dd')v * rl~k, d = HC(ei~ * ui~ * gi) = HC(d~ * v~j * g~), 
d' = fctr (v, HT(u~ * g~)) = fctr (v, HT(v~ * g~)). 
CLAIM. HT(h~ * gi) < t,HT(h) * 9j) ~t,  and for k ~ i,j, HT(h~, * gk) < t(<~t), if HT(hk * gk) 
< t(<~t). 
Granted the claim, we can apply induction assumption to h '= (h'~,..., h~,)EM, and 
find pijeR such that h '= ~ p~j*b,j. Since h=h'+(e /dd ' ) *v*b~j ,  we obtain 
l ~t<j~m 
h = ~ [p~j+(c/dd') * v] * bij, a contradiction. 
1 <~i<j~m 
PROOF OF THE CLAIM. 
HT(hi * gi - (c /dd ' )  * v * u,j * gi+(c/dd') * v * qiji * gi) < t, 
since 
HM(hl * gj) = HM[(c/dd')  * v * u~j * gt] 
and 
HT[(c/dd')  * u * q~i * gi] < v'uii" HT(gi) = t. 
Similarly, 
HT(hj * gj) + (c/dd') * v * v~] * g j -  (c/dd') * v * qijj * gj) ~ V" V U 9 HT(gj) = t. 
For k ~s i, j, 
HT(hk * gk + (c/dd') * v * qi2k * g*) <- max(HT(hk * Ok), 
SO 
v" HT(qtjk * gk)) < t( <~ t), if HT(hk * gk) < t( <. t). 
Given an arbitrary finite set F= {fl . . . . .  f,} of polynomials in R; then a basis of 
M = {h ~ R r : h * f = 0} can be computed from theorem 3.14 and a left Gr6bner basis G for 
IL(F) as in the commutative case (see Buchberger, 1976). 
4. Right and Reduced Gr~bner Bases 
All the definitions given in section 3 in terms of left reduction and left ideals can of 
course be duplicated for right reduction (4) and right ideals IR(P ). This yields 
corresponding results for right Grdbner bases (RGB's). In general, a set G of polynomials in 
R may be a LGB without being a RGB, and the reverse is true. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let R=Q(X,  Y) / I (YX-XY-1)  and let G= {Pt, P2} ER with Pt =X,  
Pz =XY+I .  Then G is a LGB, since LSP(pl, p2) = Y*  P l -P2  = Y*  X -XY-1  =0. On 
the other hand, 1 = P2-P l  * YE IR(G), but 1 is irreducible modulo G with respect o right 
reductions; so G is not a RGB. 
By way of contrast, the notion of reducibility is left-right symmetric: 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let P ~_ R, faR.  Then f is left-reducible modulo P iff f is right-reducible 
modulo P. 
PROOF. Let p ~ P, t a T(f); then f-of'(t) iff HT(p) div t ifff-bf'(t). 
Accordingly, we may define P _.c R to be reduced if all polynomials in P are monic and in 
(left and right) normal form modulo P\{p}. As in the commutative case (see Buchberger, 
1985, theorem 6.3), left or right reduced Gr6bner bases are unique: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let G, H be reduced LGBs (reduced RGBs) and let IL(G)=IL(H ), 
(IR(G) = IR(H)). Then G = H. 
We omit the proof, since it is almost identical to that of theorem 4.4 below. Somewhat 
surprisingly, reduced Gr6bner bases are also unique in the mixed left-right case: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a reduced LGB, H a reduced RGB, and let IL(G ) = IR(H). Then 
G=H.  
PROOF. Assume for a contradiction that GAH = (G\H)w (H\G) ~a ~,  and let f be minimal 
in GAH. By symmetry, we may assume that feG\H.  Since fa lL(G)=I~(H),  f~O,  say 
f-~fl  '* W0 for some pert .  I fp <f then  by the choice off, p aGc~H, and so p C f, and sof is  
reducible modulo G\{f},  a contradiction. So p >f ,  and so HM( f )= HM(p), and so 
f~ =f -p .  We claim that f t  = 0, which yields the desired contradiction f= p EH. For, 
otherwise 0 #f l  aIL(G), and so s = HT(f l)  is reducible modulo 
G '= {e~G:e < f}  =H'= {hEH:h < f}. 
But then s a T(f)  or s ~ T(p), and so f i s  reducible modulo G' or p is reducible modulo H', a 
contradiction. 
Next, we prove the partial correctness of the algorithm LRED of section 2; termination 
of the algorithm is obvious by Dickson's lemma. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let G be a LGB in R. 
(1) Let 9, h ~ G, t ~ T(9) be such that 9-~ 91(0, and let f~  R be reducible modulo G. Then f
is also reducible modulo (G\{9})u {91}. 
(2) LRED(G) is a LGB. 
PROOF. 
(2) Follows from (1) using lemma 3.8 (4). 
(1) If f is reducible mod G\{g}, there is nothing to prove; otherwise, f is reducible 
mod {a}. If t < HT(o), then HT(al)--HT(a),  and so f is reducible mod {gl}. If 
t = HT(g), then HT(h) div t, and so f is reducible mod {h}. 
In contrast o example 4.1, we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let G be LGB such that IR(G) c IL(G)" Then G is also a RGB. 
PROOF. By 3.8 (4), every fe  IR(G) _ IL(G ) is (left- and hence right-) reducible modulo G. So 
by the right-hand analogue of 3.8, G is a RGB. 
We close this section by a new proof of the fact that R is Noetherian with respect o one- 
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and two-sided ideals [see E1 From (1983); the proof there is based on Lesieur (1978)]. Our 
method is based on Dickson's lemma, and is well known in the commutative case (see 
Buchberger, 1985). 
THEOREM 4.7. R is left and right Noetherian and hence Noetherian. 
PROOF. We show that R is left-Noetherian. Let {f,},~N be a sequence of polynomials in R, 
let I, = IL({fl . . . .  , f,}), and assume for a contradiction that f ,  + 1 r I,. Let f '+ 1 be a normal 
form for f,+ i modulo {f l , . . . , f ,}  with respect o left reduction. Then f,'+l ~ 0, since by 
lemma 3.3 f,  + i - f '+  1 e IL({fl . . . . .  f,}). Then for all 1 ~< i ~< n, not HT(f~) div HT(f,  + i), 
contradicting Dickson's lemma. 
5. Two-sided GrSbner Bases 
In this section, we show how to characterise and compute Gr6bner bases for two-sided 
ideals from the left (or right) Gr6bner bases obtained in sections 3 and 4. Instead of 
extending the reduction relation, we keep left (or right) reduction and introduce an 
additional closure condition for two-sided Grfbner bases. The apparent left-right 
asymmetry of this definition is resolved in theorem 5.4. 
Throughout this section, R = K{X1 . . . . .  X,} is a polynomial ring of solvable type, "--+" 
denotes left reduction and "-4" right reduction. The following easy lemma characterises 
the coincidence of one- and two-sided ideals. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P ~ R. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) IR(P) ~ IL(P); 
(2) IL(P) = I(P); 
(3) For all s e T, p e P, p * s e IL(P); 
(4) For all 1 <~j<~r, p~P, p* X~IL(P). 
A corresponding equivalence holds for IR(P ) and I(P). 
PROOF. 
(1)=,(4) is trivial. 
(4)~(3) uses induction on the length of s. 
(3)~(2) and (2)~(1) follow from the fact that every feIR(P) (feI(P)) is a sum of 
products p * s (s * p * s') with p e P, s, s' e T. 
The next lemma is well known in the commutative case (see Buchberger, 1985, problem 
6.14, method 6.13). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G be a left Grdbner basis in R and let 0 #fe  IL(G). Then there exist ateK,  
si e T, Pte G (1 <~ i <~ k) such that f = ~ at * st * Pt and st" HT(p~) ~< HT(f). 
l~ i~k  
PROOF. By lemma 3.8,f~,0. We show the lemma by induction on k, where k is the number 
of reduction s teps f~0.  If k= 1, thenf=a*  s* p for some aeK,  seT, peG,  and so by 
~_.~f k-i 0 lemma 1.5, HT( f )=s .  HT(p). For k> 1, let 1011 7~ , and let f l  =f--ak*sk * Pk with 
akeK, SkeT, pkeG, Sk'HT(pk)~<HT(f). The claim follows now from the induction 
assumption applied to fl. 
As a consequence we can now improve lemma 5.1 for LGBs. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a left Grgbner basis in R. Then IL(G ) = I(G) implies Is(G ) --- I(G). 
PROOF. Assume for a contradiction that A = I(G)\IR(G ) is non-empty, and pick f sA  
minimal with respect o the quasi-ordering < on R. Then feIL(G), and so by lemma 
5.2 there exist ai~K, s~ET, p~eG (l~<i-N<k) such that s~.HT(p~)<~HT(f) and 
f=  ~ a~* si* p i. Let p'~=si* pi-p~* sisI(G). By lemma t.5, HT(si* p~)=HT(pi* si), 
and so pi<HT(si*pl)<.HT(f) .  By the minimal choice of f, p'iEIR(G), and so 
s~ * p~ = p~ + p~ * si ~ Is(G), and so .f~ Is(G). This contradicts the choice o f f  
TrmOREM 5.4. Let G be a finite set of polynomials in R. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(1) G is a LGB and IL(G)= IR(G). 
(2) G is a LGB and IL(G)= I(G). 
(3) For all fgeR with f - -9~I (G) , f$o  modulo G. 
(4) For a l l f~I (G) , f~O.  
(5) For all 0 r f e I(G), f is (left) reducible modulo G. 
(6) G is a LGB and for all 1 <~i<~r, peG, p* X~O.  
(7) For all 0 # f e I(G), there exists g E G such that HT(o)div HT(f). 
(1') G is a RGB and IR(G)= IL(G). 
(2') G is a RGB and Is(G)= I(G). 
(3) For aU f, geR with f -ge I (G) , f J , '  9 modulo G. 
(4') For aIl fe I (G) , f~O.  
(5') For all 0 r f ~ I(G), f is (right) reducible modulo G. 
(6') G is a RGB and for all 1 <.% i <~ r, p ~ G, Si * p ~ O. 
PROOF. The equivalence between (1) and (2) follows from 5.3, the equivalence between (2), 
(3), (4), (5), (7) from 3.8, and the equivalence between (2) and (6) from 5.1. (1')-(6') are the 
right-hand analogues of (1)-(6), and hence also equivalent. Finally, (5) and (5') are 
equivalent by 4.2. (Alternatively, one can argue that (7) is left-right symmetric or one may 
derive the equivalence of (1) and (1') from 4.6.) 
D~FINmON. A finite set G of polynomials in R is a (two-sided) GrSbner basis (GB), if it 
satisfies the equivalent conditions of theorem 5.4. By these equivalences, the concept is 
completely left-right symmetric. 
In order to show the partial correctness of the algorithm GR()BNER, we take 5.4 (6) as 
a characterisation of Gr6bner bases. When the algorithm terminates, G is obviously a 
LGB extending P and satisfying 5.4 (6). Termination is again guaranteed by Dickson's 
lemma. 
The following proposition shows that reduced two-sided Gr6bner bases can be obtained 
in the same fashion as reduced one-sided Gr6bner bases by simply composing the 
algorithms GB and LRED (or GB and RRED). For a more efficient algorithm, one may 
intertwine both algorithms imilar as in the commutative case (see Buchberger, 1985, 6.4). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let G be a GB in R and let H = LRED(G). Then H is a reduced GB in R 
with I(H) = I(G). 
PRooF. By 4.5, H is a reduced LGB and IL(H)= IL(G). So by 5.4, we have to show that 
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IL(H ) = I(H). By definition of the algorithm LRED, it will suffice to show the following: 
(*) If P c R with IL(P) = I(P), p, q e P, p r q, 
pTp '=p-c*s ,q ,  P' = (P\{p})u {p'}, 
then IL(P' ) = I(P'). 
Let 1 ~< i ~< r; then p * Xi e It.(P ), c * s * q * X i ~ IL(P), and so 
p' * Xi = p * X~--c * s * q * Xi e It(P), 
say p'*  X~=f*  p+g withfER,  g elL(P\{p} ). So 
p' * X i =f*  p' + f * s*  q+g~IL(P' ). 
By lemma 5.1, this proves (*). 
The computation of elimination ideals given in 3.13 works for two-sided ideals as well. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let R = K{X t . . . .  , Xr}, 0 ~< m < r, R' = K{X1 . . . . .  Xm}, assume T is 
ordered pure lexicographically, X t  < . . .  < X ,  let G be a (reduced) Gr6bner basis in R with 
respect to <, and let G'=Gc~R' .  Then G' is a (reduced) Gr6bner basis in R' and 
I(G) n R' = I'(G'), where I'(H) denotes the two-sided ideal generated by H in R'. 
PROOF. In order to prove that G' is a (reduced) Gr6bner basis, it suffices by 3.13 and 5.4 to 
show that, for 1 ~ i ~ m, g e G', g * Xt ~ 0; this follows as in the proof of 3.13 from the fact 
that g * Xt ~ 0. 
Next, let fe I (G)nR ' .  Then by 5.4 f~0,  and so f~0,  and so fe I ' (G' ) .  The converse 
inclusion I'(G') _c I(G) c~ R' is obvious. 
Finally we note the following facts: 
(a) By 4.4 and 5.4 (2), reduced Gr6bner bases are uniquely determined by the two-sided 
ideal they generate. 
(b) For a GB G, the K-vector space R/I(G) has an explicit basis given by 3.14 (1); 
3.14 (2) provides a method to decide whether R/I(G) is finite dimensional. 
(c) By 3.12, a singleton {g} R is a GB in R iff IL(g) = IR(g). 
Example: In R = Q{X, Y} with X < I7, {X} is a GB, if the commutation relation in 
R is Y*X=X*  Y+X;  if, however, this relation is Y*X=X * Y+I ,  then (X} is 
not a GB, since 1 = Y * X -X  * Y is in I(X). So in this case, (X} is a LGB and a 
RGB, but not a GB. 
6. The Word Problem in Algebras of Solvable Type 
Let R = K{X 1 . . . . .  X,} be a solvable polynomial ring over K, let I be a two-sided ideal 
in R, let A = R/I and let at = xt+I  for 1 ~< i ~< n. Then we call A an algebra of  solvable type 
over K, generated by a t . . . . .  a,. Since by theorem 4.7, R is Noetherian, I has a finite basis 
F. By section 5, one can construct a GrSbner basis G of I from F using the algorithm 
GROBNER.  
EXAMPLE, Let 
Q(XI,-- . ,X,,)= E q~X~§ E quXiX j  
l~i~n l~i<j~n 
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be a quadratic form in K[X 1 ... . .  X,]. Then Q(X) determines a Clifford algebra C (see van 
der Waerden, 1967, section 93). We are going to show that any Clifford algebra C is in fact 
an algebra of solvable type: Let 
R = K{X 1 .... .  X,} = K<X 1 . . . .  , X,)/I(Q'), 
where Q' is the commutation system 
{XjXt+ XtXj -q i i :  1 ~ i < j <<. n}. 
Then by 1.9 (3), Q' satisfies hypothesis (H), and so R is indeed a polynomial ring of 
solvable type. Next, let I be the two-sided ideal in R generated by P = {X~ 2- q~ :1 ~< i ~< n}. 
It is not difficult to verify that P is a two-sided Grbbner basis in R. So f~ R is in normal 
form modulo V" ifffis at most linear in each X~, 1 ~< i ~< n. This shows that R/I is in fact the 
Clifford algebra determined by Q. Taking Q as the zero form, this shows in particular, that 
any Grassmann algebra (see van der Waerden, 1967, section 93) is an algebra of solvable 
type. 
The results of the previous ections can now be applied to solve the word problem in A 
and the membership problem for one- and two-sided ideals in A. 
The word problem in A asks for a method to decide, whether for a given polynomial 
f(X1,..  ,, X,) in R, f(al . . . .  , a,)= 0 in A. A solution is obtained as follows. Reduce f to 
its normal form f~ with respect to G. Then f(a 1 . . . .  ,a,,)=0 iff f(X1 . . . . .  X,)~I iff 
f ~(X1 .. . . .  X.) = O. 
Then ideal membership problem in A can be treated in the same manner. Given a two- 
sided (left, right) ideal J _~ A with finite basis F', construct a (left, right) Gr6bner basis G' of 
I+J  from GwF', and let f  ~ be a (left, right) normal form o f f  with respect o G'. Then 
f(al . . . . .  a,)eJ ifff ~- 0. 
As in the commutative case, the algorithms solving these problems plit into two parts. 
First, the computation of a suitable Gr6bner basis; then the reduction of the given 
polynomial to its normal form with respect to this Gr6bner basis. For a fixed polynomial 
ring R of solvable type and fixed ideals I, J the first part may be regarded as a 
preprocessing step of potentially high complexity. [Even in the commutative case, the ideal 
membership problem is exponential space hard (see Mayr & Meyer, 1982; Buchberger, 
1976, and corollary 6.2 below).] The second step--reduction of an input polynomial 
modulo the GrSbner basis--is then quite fast. For non-commutative R, another 
preprocessing step is required beforehand. The inductive computation ofa list of products 
s * t of terms up to a degree to be estimated; if higher products occur in the subsequent 
steps, this list has to be enlarged as necessary, 
The algorithms of section 2 have been implemented in the AIdes/SAC-2 Distributive 
Polynomial System by Kredel (see Gebauer & Kredel, 1983). With his kind permission, we 
here present a sample of the results obtained by this system. 
R=Q{A,X, r}, where T is ordered pure lexicographically, A<X< Y. The 
commutation relations are Y*X=X*Y+A,  X*A=A*X,  Y*A=A*Y .  Input 
polynomials are F = { y3_  2AX-A ,  X2+ A}. F is verified by the system to be left-reduced 
in 0.03 s using the list of products (Y * X, Y * X2). A left GrSbner basis G for F is obtained 
in 1.47 s using the list of products (Y * X, Y * X 2, y2 ,  X, y2 ,  X z, ya , X2). 
G= { Y3 + X2Y + XY,  X2 + X, AXY2 +89 y2 + A2Y, A y2-12A2XY-6A2Y-8A3,  
AaY-4Aa X-2A 3, A3X + 89 3, A 3, A2X + 89 2 , A2}. 
From G, the reduced left GrSbner basis G' of F is obtained in 1-47 s using the same list 
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of products, G' = {A 2, X2+X,  AY  2, Y3 -2AX-A}.  Finally, the reduced two-sided 
Gr6bner basis G" of F is obtained in 1.93 s using again the same list of products, 
G"= {A, X2+X,  y3}. (All computing times on IBM 9370 under VM/CMS.) 
We close this section with a uniform proof for the facts that the ideal membership 
problem for commutative polynomial rings over fields is EXPSPACE-hard and that this 
problem for general non-commutative polynomial rings over fields is undeeidable. 
Let K be a field, let si(X ~ . . . .  , Xn), tt(X i . . . . .  X,), 0 <~ i <<. m, be (commutative) words in 
Xi  . . . . .  X,,, regarded as elements of the free (commutative) monoid generated by 
Xi . . . . .  iX-,, or of the (commutative) polynomial r ng S = K(X1 ... . .  X,>(K[Xi . . . . .  X J )  
over K. We let I denote the two-sided ideal in S generated by s~ - t l  . . . . .  sin-t,,. Then the 
following proposition was proved for the commutative case by two different methods in 
Eilenberg & Schutzenberger (1969) and Mayr & Meyer (1982). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The implication s~ = t~ /x . . . /x  s,,, = t, , - ,  So = to holds in all (commutative) 
monoids ill'so = toSI. 
Our proof is adapted from Eilenberg & Schutzenberger (1969, p. 187). 
":=-": Let R = S/I, and denote the residues of Xt modulo I by xt. Then st(x) = tt(x) in R 
for 1 ~<i~< m,and so So(X)= to(X), and so So(X)-to(X)~ I. 
"~":  Suppose M is a (commutative) monoid containing elements al ..... a,, such that 
si(a) = tt(a) for 1 ~< i ~ m, but so(a) r to(a). Form the monoid ring R = K[M], and recall 
that M is canonically embedded into R. Let h: S ~ R be the homomorphism of K-algebras 
mapping Xt onto at for 1 ~< i ~< N, and let J be the kernel of h. Then I ~ J, but So- to ~ J, 
and so so -  to ~ I. 
COROLLARY 6.2 (Mayr & Meyer, 1982). The ideal membership problem for K[X 1 . . . . .  X,,] is 
EXPSPACE-hard.  
PROOF. By Mayr & Meyer (1982) the word problem for commutative semigroups is 
EXPSPACE-hard. Since any (commutative) semigroup can be embedded into a 
(commutative) monoid, the same applies to commutative monoids. By 6.1, the word 
problem for (commutative) monoids is polynomial time reducible to the ideal membership 
problem for R. 
COROLLARY 6.3. For any ground field K and any n >1 2, the membership problem for finitely 
generated two-sided ideals in K(X  1 . . . . .  X,> is undecidable. In particular, there exists words 
si(X i, X2), tt(XiX2) in Q(Xi,  X2> (1 ~<i~<7), such that the membership roblem for the 
two-sided ideal generated by sl - tl . . . . .  s7 - t 7 is undecidable. 
PROOF. Post and Markov proved independently that the word problem for semigroups 
and hence for monoids is undecidable. Scott and Hall improved this result to the effect 
that there are seven explicitly constructible pairs of words (s~, tt) in the free monoid 
generated by X l, X 2, such that the word problem specialised to these st, t~ (1 ~< i ~< 7) is 
undecidable (see Boone, 1959). The corollary follows from this fact by 6.1. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
We have shown that Buchberger's method of computing Gr6bner bases can be extended 
to solvable polynomial rings R over a field K. As a consequence, we have solved the word 
problem and ideal membership roblem in all algebras arising as quotients of R. This line 
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of research is continued in Weispfenning (1988) by a construction of GrSbner bases in 
solvable polynomial  rings that are independent of a specific admissible order of the terms. 
The results suggest some directions for further research. 
(1) In the commutat ive case, Buchberger's algorithm has been extended to polynomial 
rings over Eucl idean domains (see Kandr i -Rody & Kapur, 1984a, b). A corresponding 
extension of  our algorithms to solvable polynomials with hypothesis (H) over a Euclidean 
domain should be routine. 
(2) The algorithms of section 2 should be improved in efficiency along the lines of the 
commutat ive case (see Buchberger, 1985, 6.4). 
(3) In  corollary 6.3, we have shown that the membership roblem for finitely generated 
two-sided ideals in a non-commutat ive polynomial ring over e.g. the field of rationals is 
undecidable. Question: Where is the borderline between a decidable and an undecidable 
ideal membership problem in non-commutat ive polynomial rings? More precisely, 
determine the ideals I in K (X  1 . . . . .  X, )  such that I contains no commutative 
polynomial  ~ 0 and such that R = K(X1  . . . . .  X,,) / I  has a decidable membership roblem 
for finitely generated two-sided ideals. 
The paper is the outcome of the collaboration of the authors in 1986 and 1987 at the University of 
Heidelberg and the Universit6 Cadi Ayyad, Marrakech. We gratefully acknowledge financial support 
for the first author by a DAAD-research grant and for the second author by a DFG-Heisenberg 
grant. 
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